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Discourse Approaches to Politics, Society and Culture The series includes contributions that investigate political, social and cultural processes from a linguistic/discourse-analytic
point of view. The aim is to publish monographs and edited volumes which combine language-based approaches with disciplines concerned essentially with human interaction â€”
disciplines such as political science, international relations, social psychology, social anthropology, sociology, economics, and gender studies.Â Aston University. Volume 4 Politics
as Text and Talk: Analytic approaches to political discourse Edited by Paul Chilton and Christina SchÃ¤ffner. Politics as Text and Talk Analytic approaches to political discourse
Edited by. Paul Chilton University of East Anglia. Since then, political discourse has been increasingly attracting interest of different scholars including linguists and discourse
analysts, and it benefits now from its own specialised publications, such as the ''Journal of Language and Politics'', and the book series, ''Discourse Approaches to Politics, Society
and Culture'', both edited by Ruth Wodak and Paul Chilton. Published in this series, ''Politics as Text and Talk: Analytic Approaches to Political Discourse'', edited by Paul Chilton and
Christina Schaffner (2002), is offered Request full-text PDF. To read the article of this research, you can request a copy directly from the author. Request full-text. Download citation.
Copy link Link copied. Analytic approaches to political discourse. Editors. Paul Chilton.Â Such an approach is revealing not only for politics itself but also for the human language
capacity. Each chapter outlines a particular method or analytic approach and illustrates its application to a contemporary political issue, institution or mode of political behaviour. As a
whole, the collection aims to give a sample of current research in the field.Â â€œThe book is organized in such a way as to update readers on contemporary linguistic scrutiny into
political discourse and to provide a methodological review. [...] The volume deftly shows some of the ways the political world is constructed not only through, but also by language.â€
Mirjana N. DedaiÄ‡, Georgetown University in Review for International Politics. Analysing political discourse does not merely address issues concerning either politics of language or
languages of politics; it offers practical analyses of actual specimens of political text and talk. The discourses analyzed, in both the British and international arenas, include political
interviews, parliamentary language, politicians' speeches, and discourses that concern foreigners and religion. The analysis is linguistically oriented, grounded in a theory of language
and politics.Â In P. Chilton & C. SchÃ¤ffner (eds.), Politics as text and talk: Analytic approaches to political discourse, 203â€“37. Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Benjamins. [Opens
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